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FOREWORD

i This is the flnal re_ort of efforts conducted at the Engineering-Physics
i-. Company under Cu_tract NASr. 93. The objective of the work .hasbeen the-e-.perlmental

verification o_ Rrior theoretical and engineering efforts conducted for NASA by EPCO
.!

I - under Contzaet NASr-13.

_!_ The earlier engineering and theoretical effort indicated that an electro-

I_: magnetic flowmeter--with quite unusual performance characteristics--could be made

to work with dielectric.fluids such as petroleum products and the cryogenic liquids.

Undan the experimental v_nif_catlon effort, as reported herein, EPC0 set up an instz_-

meritedfluid_circuit (using petroleum base transformer oil as the fluid), and fabri-

cated an& tested the necessazy components singl_[and in concezt. These componenots

v were constructed_essentially in.conformance with the designs indicated in the

final re_ort to the effort conducted under Contract NASr-13.
_ ?" .

_ expected flow induced signal was success1'ully measured, duming the subject

effort.. Indeed_ the-overall performance of--thedielectric induction flowmeter was
i'

essentiallM in conformity with the theory and analyses as developed in the above-

- mentioned pzior effort. Based on the information gained during this experimental

program, we are confid_nt that an effort can now be fr_ly applied to the devel-

opment of _ operational flowmeter for the more difficult application of metering

,. cryogenic liquids, including liquid hydrogen.

-_i: We should like to acknowledge the substantial advice and assistance of the

project's technical manager, I. WaCky of the Lewis Research Center; and we are

appreciative of the interest and close attention which has be_n given by the project

manager, Henry Burlage, Jr. of NASA Headquarters' Liquid Rockets Section.

From the EPCO staff, the mechanical design work has been carried out by Leo

Di Gioia; the attendant electroni_ devices have been constructed by William J.

Tierney, Jr. ; and the mechanical hardware has been fabricated by james R. Cullins.

Respectfully submitted,

F_NZINEE_I_G-yHYS I_COM_ANY

_n___"_,, _ ."h_w_,#e _"_61_•vxn _ 5#us g .4 _

Bchein #
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INDUCTION FLOWME_I_ FOR DIELECTRIC FLUIDS--

Experimental Verification

D Final Report

by Vincent Cushing, Dean ReISy, ,%ndT. R. Scheln

I. INTRODUCTION

This is the final report on work conducted under Contract NASr-_3--the

work has consisted of an experimental verification of an induction flowmeter for

use wlth_dimlectrlc fluids. On December 15, 1960, the Engineering-Physics

Company initiated _ engineering study for the subject flowmeter supported under

! Contract N_qr-13. That engineering analysis indicated how an induction flowmeter

could be made to work with dielectric fluids such as the cryogenic propellants.

Conditions were prescribed whereby one might practicably detect the flow signal

from such dielectric fluids, and designs for implementation were carried out.

The engineering analysis effort was completed on March 19, 1961. On June l,

1961, under the subject contract, the Englneering-Physics Com_ny assembled, con-

structed, and tested the necessary components individually and in concert. The

only sezious difficulty encountered was in developing a practicable technique

for fabricating the centrally important plpe/transducer_monflguration. When this

difficulty was finally surmounted, the experimental verificaticr_ phase moved

_ along in straightforward fashion _l accord with th_-oretlcal expectations; the

expected flow induced slgnal--with flo_.:ingtransformer oil, definitely a

dlelectrlc--was finally me_s_uredwith repeatability in November 1961.*

_ae utility of arLelec_romagnetlc flowmeter can be es_bllshed from ..on-

_ sidcratlon of its .two unique, advantageous characteristlcs:

1. obstructionless flow passage;

2. no moving parts.

As is now well-known, in the _ flowmeter the fluid encounters only a magnetic

field; and i_ is the induced _F which produces a measurement of the flow rate.

Predicated on the achievements as described in this final report, the

Engineerlng-Physics Company at the time of _rlting has already embarked on the
development of an electromagnetic flowmeter for use wlth liquid hydrogan--the

program is conducted under NASw-381.

t
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_ _' measurement is made by means of detecting electrodes-n_ar the boundary of the

fluid (in the design which we have formulated and successfully tested at EPCO,

these electrodms do not even come in contact with the fluid, but are separated

from the fltuldby a thin t_flon liner), and thus there is no probe or dev_ce of

any kind which protrudes into the flow or distuzhs the flcw in any way. 'l_aus

there is no pressure drop in such a flo_meter. F_th_zmore, from the material
i

!i_i standpoint, it is to be noted that the structural com_igaration--Insofar as the
_. flow is_concezn_--is simply a pipe: and "._itkthis simplicity there is today

_ available a wide variety of chami_lly and physically refractive materials for

i_(_ especially difficult flowmeter applications. In these difficult applications

_ (_g., with liqt_idhyd_-ogen or liquid fluorine) it is obviously advantageous

_ to be withou_ moving parts, bearings, etc. Final_y, from the standpoint of

_ii dymamics, the lack of.mechanical moving _arts in the induction flowmeter provides

_Ii!_ unequaled_ensitivity to flow oscil!ations_ oscillations in fluid flow can there-

_ foze be detected and measure_ _Ith limitations which are seh only by the capa-

bilities of the attendant electronic amplifier and detector.

The operability of the electromagnetic flowmeter for use with electri-

_ii cally conducting liquids has been well-known for many years, and indeed such
flowmeters have been commercially available for use with such liquids for the

past five or six years. However, there has long been an effort to make such a

flowmeter operable with electrically nonconducting fluids such as petroleum base

products (e.g., JP1, RP1, etc.); and very recently an effort to make the device

_' operable with the decidedly dielectric cryogenic propellants. With electrically

conductin_ fluids one makes use of induced conduction currents to provide the

i (signal) power necessary to actuate a suitable electronic voltage detector; and

the novelty in the subJec_ endeavor is that we have been able to make use of

polarSza_tion currents in dielectric fluids in order to provide adequate power to

actuate such an electronic voltage detector. Since it is a basic f_ct that

polarization currents induced in a dielectric are proportional to the frequency

of induction, it has Been necessary to employ a h_gh frequency magnetic field in

this electromagnetic flo_meter for use w_th dielectric liqui_so For a manifold

of reasons--as discussed in Section IIB of this report-_we have for the purposes

of this project co_promised on an in&_ction frequency of lO kc per _econd.

E.-N @ I N E E R I N O - P H'Y $ I C -_ C O M P A N Y
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During the conduct of the subject experimental effort3 it has not been

necessamy to make any essential changes to the underlying theory or basic design

aspects as reported earlier. 1 In accord with the terms of Contract NASr-_3 it

has been our objective in the work as reported herein to verify the operability

of a volumetric flo_neter for use with dielectric liquids--and it is u.nderstand-

able that this should have been the first objective. However, it is perhaps

worth noting here some of the important growth potential for the electromagnetic

flowmeter.

As discussed in the final report to Contract NASr-133 it is fortunate for

NASAIs applications that hydrogen# oxygen, fluorine, nltrog_u, and most of the

constituents of RP1. consist of non-polar molecules. For these fluids one may

introduce a simple compensation in the otherwise volumetric _4 flowmeter based

only on a measurement of bulk dielectric constant--and the flowmeter will there-

after read rnass-flow,directly.

Addltionally, at a later date it would appear practicable to develop an

_ electrical two-phase flo_neter system. Aa is well-known, the associated two-
ii
_: ph_se_high frequency magnetic induction is fully equivalent to a fixed _gnetic

_T field which rotates at the induction frequency. The net effect is that inhomo-

• geneitles in the flowing fluid are averaged out, and thus the electrical two-

phese flowmeter would be capable of measuring flow rate in the face of hydro-il
• d_namica!ly two-phase flow of arbitrary velocity profile.

i; Finally, as described in Section II A of this report,-_itappears possible

to employ an electronic artifice in the _4 flowm.eter's attendant amplifier system]

_ s_Aehthat the EM flowmeter can be calibrated once, and thereafter used indi_.
a.j ._

- crlminately with all variety of electrically conducting as well as dielectric I

_ fluids. ;_
J

L ,. ' --

" _incent C_shing and Dean Reily_ "luduction Flowmeter for Dielectric

• Fluids--Engineering Analysis," Final Report issued by EPCO for Contract NASr-13_

: March 22, 1961.

/
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•_i L II. GE_ DISCUBSION

_; Sections I_i and IV of this report describe in detail the individual com-

ponents of the electromagnetic flowmeter and describe the test set-up and restllts

ob+_Ined with the entire davice. But here in Sectlou II we should like to pro-
i

vide a discussion in general terms--indlcatlng the theoretical expectations as

_'_ compaz.mdwith the observed performance.

:_i"_ A. Equivalent Circuit

As described in the cited final report to Contract NASr-13 the equiva-

:_ lent cizcuit for the electromagnetic flowmeter is as indicated in Fig. 5; also

_: shown there is the input impedance of the associated detecting amplifier. From

!iiiii{ the engineering analyses which have already been repol-ted,2 it has already beenestablished that

i_!_" ef = _BF _ J (i)_

eh = Jcn_4 j-..............................(2)

; = ] , (3)

_f

c : ,

where B is the magnetic induction _ webers per square meter;

F is the _olumetric flow rate in cubic meters per second;

a is the internal rad.iusof the flowmeter pipe in meters_

@

Far simplicity in discussion we describe here only a slngle-sided scheme.
A_ described in Section III D of this final report, our actual flowmeter provides
a push-pull output which is fed into a push-pullampllfiex: The reader will have
no _if_ic_Ity in embellishing the discussion presented here to provide for a

push-pull system.

_inal Report for Contract NAS..-_3,__ Section V, p. 32 ff, March _2, 1961.
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Fig. l--Equ_'z,_Lent circuit for electromagnetic flowmeter.

/u'_i.!;_,r iz,put _qulvalent circuit also shown.
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Is _he semi-angle subtended by each detecting electrode;

E(B,k) is a tabnlate 3 ell tic integreA;...........................................................................
J is the square root of -11

;L_: a_ is the angular frequency of induction;

_"_"_,-, M is a coefficient which depends-only on the geometry of the overall

,::_.i_ fl_meter configuration K

i_i_ a is the electrical conductivity_of the metered fluid in mhos per meter;

'!_!"! L is the length (along the axial direction of.the flowmeter) of the _ensing

!._i portion of the flowmeter in meters;
_%

N-_ K is the .dielectric constant of the metered fluid__dimensionless;

_7_" Ko is the permittivity of free Space, 8_8___Icofarads per meter_

_' The generator-vol_age, ef, is t_e desired flowmeter voltage_ being proportional

_,_:_;_'i ._,. to the volumetric flaw.rate, F. The generator, voltages,eh, is the undesired hum.

i_ voltage generally to he-_xpeated due to ._"transfoxmereffect"_MF generat_.on--it is

'_;:_i_ Indegendent of the volumetric-flow, rate, F, and is proportional to the frequency

Ill of ihdUcti_and also the aml_lltude,bf the magnetlc induction. _r_ Eqs. (i) and

i (_) we note that the hum vol_age, e_, is electrically in quadrature with the flow

voltage, el,.

',:_ In the sub_ect pro_ec_ we are IntereSted in metering dielectric fluids

" for which the electrical conductivity, o, is negligible, so tha_ Rf, the flo_-
i_'

meter's resistance_ is vi_tus_ infinite. Under these conditions the Inte_al

impedance of _he _icwmeter, considered .=_an electrical-generatoz, is entirely

due to the flowmete_e ca_acita.uces,Gf an_ _s" For the..test fluid in this

experimental effort we h_ve _ml_loyed_ petroleum base hydzaulic fluid_ which has

.. a _ielectric conatamt of a_rexlmately 2.

• 3_huke-Emde-Losch, Tables of" _l_er Fu_gtlons _ S_xt_ Edition,.MeGraw-
Hill Book GO., New York, 1960, p. g_ ff. _AIsO see Figures 2 and 3_)

In _n ideal flowme_er the geometry would be perfectly _elanced and
symmetrl_ _uch that the coefficient, M, would have the i_es_lv_].ueof zero--and

in such an Idea_ configuration the undeslra_le hum voltage, e_, would be non--
existent. However_ because of reasonable manufacturing tolerances, one must
expect some geometric asymmetry with the resul_ that the coefflcle:;t ,'! is differ-

ent from zero--and accordingly we must expect a certain amount of hi:isundesirable
hum voltage,

I ' E N Q I'NIE'§ IJ I N'O • P HY $ I C $ C O M P A N Y
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•J We have fabricated.three detecting electrode configurations:*

Configuration i length, L = 2 inches
semi-angle, _ = 90O

Configuration 2 length, L = 3 inches
seml-angle, 15= 70°

Conflg_/_tion 3 length, L = 2.9 inches

semi-angle, _ = 89°

Using these data together with the information contained in Figs. 2 and 3, we

ffnd the following capacitances:

Configuration 1 _f = Cs = O.28 picofarads

Configuration 2 Cf = Cs=0.74 picofarads

Confi_u_vation 3 Cf = Cs = 1.19 picofarads

Neglecting the flo_eter' s resistance, Rf, we can evidently reconstract

the equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 into the simpler equivalent configuration indi-

cated in Fig. 4. From this figure we see that the internal impedance of the

flowmater, considered as an electrical generator, is purely capacitive. For order

of magnitude information we llst below the in.ternalimpedance (a pure reactance),

at frequencies of l0 kc per second and 100 kc per second, for the three electrode
|

configurations cited above. 111

TABLE I _I

Internal Reactance of _4 Flowmeter

i0 kc i00 kc

Configuration 1 56 M_ _.6 M_

Configuration 2 22 2.2
Configuration 3 IS i.3

T.f-wenow wish to measure the flowmeter' s output vol_ge, eor we must

employ a high impeds.ucevoltmeter--£, e., a voltmeter whose impedance is large,

say by a factor of lO0, compared with the internal impedance of the flowmeter.

See Section IIl C of this report, and in particular, Fig. 15 • for

terminology.

1
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Cf_+ Cs e°

Fig. 4--Revise@-equ£valent circuit for electromagnetic
flowmeter.
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Now-,the input impedance of practicable _cuum tube voltmeters conslsts_ as indi-

cated in Fig. i, of an input resistance, Ra, in parallel with a_ input capaci-

tance, C. •Typically, the input resistance, Ra, is indeed adequately large

compared with_the internal impedance values we have cited.for our flowmeter;

hence for the remainder of this diseuasion we will neglect the voltmeter _s input

resistance, Ra, and consider only its input capacitance, Ca.
If the voltmeter is now mo_uected to the -flowmeter, the overall circuit

is as. indicated in Fig. _. From elementary circuit theory we determine that the

measured voltage: Ca, is expressed by

Cf Cf + Cs _

= o,ef+ c.% . (6)
ea Cf + Cs + a Of + Cs + a

From Eq. (6) we see that it is desC_able.to have lhe detecting voltmater's input

capacitance, Ca, as small as possib)_-. As discussed_ i_ the final report to Con-

tract NASr-13, the.effective input capacitance, Ca, can indeed be made quite
I

small_by employing a driven shield configuration.

Such a driven shield configuration is described in detail in Section III D

o£ this report; but here we should like to outline how such a driven shield can

be used to advantage. Figure 6"is an embellishment of Fig. 9, but now showing

between the driven shield and the signal line. ;I

A

additionally the capacitance, Cb,

As indicated, the shield is driven bM_a voltage Gea from the output of the _upli- _j

fier, whose g_in is G; for the moment we can make the reasonable approximation

that the internal impedance of the generator, Gea, is negligible compared with

the remainder of the impedances in the circuit. From straightforward circuit

a1_ysis we find the frllowing expression for the amplifier input voltage or

apparent voltage, ea

clef+ (of�cs)_ h
r i

ea"Of +Ca %(1- ' ('r)

f.-
This Is true, of course,.,only if the inductance frequency is adequately

high. Since t_e internal impedance of our flewmeter is purely capacitive, its
in%ernal impedance varies inversely with induction frequency; hence, low fre-

quency operation would not appear to be feasible.

|N_G t N E E it I N G - P H Y $ I C $ C O M P A N Y -, .



Cf + Cs Ca = _. ea

Fig.--9--Approxlmate equlvalen% cirm.ui% for electromagnetic
f.l.o_meter. _,

C.
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Fig,.6=-Approxi=ateequivalentcircuit for electron_gneticflow-,
meterx includingd_iven-shleldcircuit,
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i _ _C whera ..the..symbols are as indicated in Fig. 6. Now, if we set
cs,ca+%(1-G) =o , (8a)

• or , .

_: a_=_l...(%+ca_/cb , (Bb)

: then Eq. (7) becomes

_i_;': ea = ef +-(i + Cs/Cf)eh • (9)

_:_ Equations _Sb) and (9) state that the measured voltage, ea, will be_ equal to the

ii_; flowmeter voltage,,ef, irres__ective of the electrical properties of the fluid

_i;i _rovided that the driven shield is drlvau from the output_of a gain stabilized

_; amplifier whose,gain, G, is prescribed by E_, (Sb). In practice with our flow-

",_.: m_ter the capacitance between the driven shield and the signal-line, Cb, is

_ somathing llke _OiBO times_as large as either of the flowmeter capacitances, _Cs

_-_. or Ca; hence, the driven _hield must b_ driven by _an amplifier__whose gain, G,_.I_..........
._ Jast slightly greater than unity. While this technique of somewhat overdrivit_g

i:_i: the shield is very helpful in measurement of the flow induced voltage, ef, it is

,x' not _t all particularly helpful in suppressing the htumvoltage, eh--and indeed it

• appears from_Eq. (9) that the hum voltage becomes somewhat augmented in the

_i...i_- process, and so we must handle the hum problem by other techniques.

.. For a mement let us look at the above-described problem from the point of

;._: vlew-of the apparent or effective input capacitance, Ca, to the VTVM. Simple
•_ : circuit analysis of the cl/cuit indicated in Fig. 6 shows that the effective

_; i_,_t capacitance,cA,."_e_resse_b_
• i

c-,_%.+%(1-o) .- (lO?

' As _iscussed f_.. Section III-D of thi_ report, the ampl_fier which we have con-

stzucted and-employed in connection with the experimental Verification effort

for the electromagnetic flowmeter ha_ an inherent input capacl_ance, Ca, of the

order of I0 plcofarads." But then, as described in Section III D, we adjusted the

shield gain_ G, from unity te values sllg_tly above unity, and we were successful



i_
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L_'i ....i
._ in reducing the apparent input capac£tanca, Cta'down to the order of 1-2 pico-

farads, depending on the frequency of operation. Ideally, we note by reference

to Eqs. (8a) and (i0) that we Should llke to have C' not only approach zero, buta

actually become somewhat negative. The fact that we were not able to achieve

this with the first amplifier we believe is due to the fact that we have not yet

ii_i considered the el_factsof phase shift in the amplifier. But nonetheless, our

experience with this amplifier does demonstrate that, by the technique of slightly

_i overdrivlng the driven shield, we are able to obtain at least a five- or ten-fold

_' reduction in VTVM input capacitance.......

ii We should now make a brief analysis of the effect of phase shift in the

_! amplifier. To do this we simply express the driven shield amplifier gain, G, as

% the complex number

G = Aeje = A(eos 8 + J s4n e) , (ii)

_!_! where A is the amplitude gain of the amplifier;

@ is the phase shift associated with the driven shield amplifier.

We now insert _q. (ll) into Eq. (lO), and write the real and imaglnaz_jportions

separately--they are

• _eC_--Ca+cb(1-A cose) ;. (12a)
I

mc_---CbAsine . (l_b) ]

Within the framework of this perhaps overly sS2apllfiedanalysis here, we see from

Eq. (lea) that the purely capacitive component, ReCA, can sti_.lbe adjusted to

zero or even negative values by adjusting for the proper amplitude value of the

amplifier gain, A. But from Eq. (lab) we note that an imaginary component of

capacitance is generated; and in any clrcuit-an imaginary c_pacitance would have

the effect of showing up as an Imaginary reactance_ i.e., a resistance. It is

not surprising, then, that _ bridge measurement of the effmctive input capaci-

tance, C_, w_Ald not indicate more than the above-cited ten-fold reduction in

effective input capacitance--and even more it is not surprising when one (:onsiders

that the measured values, i-2 plcofarads_ are near the limit of resolution of the:7

_il bridge employed. The analysis indicated here is merely meant to show the major

c

i" "_
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[!• i o tlineofthe elearly _ane otsolution, intoascotall
II tlng impedsmces including_the resistive components 3 Rf and Ra, as indicated in

i' ,. Fig. i, would yield a much more complex solution.

But even though a thorough analysis, including consideration of all impe-

dances in the amplifier, the fiowmeter, and attendant_circultzy m_y be quite

complicated, nonetheless the solution of the phase-shlft problem is physically

simple. In any flawmeter for practical operational use_ we will operate at a

fixed fr_quency, a_d hence suitable attention can be given to adjusting the phase

shift of the a_plifier adequately close to zero _t that fixed frequency. In the

experimental verification work reported here, however, one of the facet_ being

investigeted was the effect of induction frequency, and accordingly we employed

a relatively wideband amplifier, ha_ing a frequency response from. some _ cps to

lO6 cps. PZoviding for a means of adjustirg ampllf_er phase shift throughout

this frequency spectrum was simply impractical Ir_the present investigation; and

we were satisfied t@ be able to reduce the effective, input capacitance of our

_i_: Vr2W'Mto the value_ required for experimental detectior of the flowmeter signal

ii_ii ;nduced in the flowing dielectric.

ii!_i B. Frequency of O_eration
_ During the .engineering ar_lysis as indicated in the f_ual report to

Contract NASr-13, it appeared that, since the internal impedance of the flow-

!_. meter--considered as an electrical generator--was purely capacitive, then the
5_
_ magnitude of the interr_l impedance would be low if the frequency of operation

were quite high. For this re_son we had originally considered opera$ion of the/

,_ electromagnetic flowmeter at frequencies as high_ as one megacycle per second.

_ Thereafter_ _ver, further consideration of the overall circuitry, including

_ the input impedance of the attendant voltme%er as described abov_ and indicated

in Fig. l, showed that insofar as impedance levels were concerned the problem was

quite symmetric between the flowmeter and Its-attendant ampl_lifier_so that fre-

quency of operation insofar as this matter is concerned is Irrelevsnt--that is

to say, high frequency operation, to be sure_ reduces the internal impedance of

the floWmeter considered as a genera,tot, but at the same time this same high

frequency o_eration decreases the input impedance of the attendant amplifier.
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•_ There is, though, a lower limit of operating frequency: to obviate phase shift

problems we would in any event llke to operate at a frequency sufficiently high

such that the amplifier' s input (capacitive) reactance is small compared with the

input resistance. With the induction flowmeter we have been testing during the

subject experime_utalproject, this consideration sets a lower limit of operation

at about 1-_ kc per second.

A second requirement which may set the frequency of operation is the

desired flow oscillation response time. It is readily seen that a flow oscilla-

tion amounts to an amplitude modulation of the average or steady flow induced

voltage. The steady flaw induced voltage is, of course, at the same frequency a_

the frequency of the magnetic induction; hence, the flow oscillation amo_mts to .:

the generation of sidebands about this central induction freo:aency. Now, for

high fidelity amplification of any amplitude modulated signal it is generally

wise, as a rule of thumb, to have the carrier frequency at least 50-100 times

higher_an the modulation frequency. If such is the case, we essentially have

a relatively narrow-band amplifier, with consequent advantages. In the case of

the flowmeter this means that a lO kc per second induction frequency will practi-

cably permit the resolution of 100-200 cps flow oscillations--_nd this is adequate

!!i for a first objective. However, if at a later dste the flow oscillation sensi- i

_ tivity requirement climbs to, say, 1000-2000 cps, then it would appear wise to I

raise the induction frequency to the ne._.ghborhoodof lO0 kc per second.

C. Input Equivalent Noise _

Because one of the f_bJectivesin the experiment_l project has been

_i the ewluation of electromagnetfc flowmeter performance for various operating

induction frequencies, we have employed for experimental facility a relatively

wideband amplifier, having a bandwidth extending from approximatel_ _ cps to lO6

cps. It is well k_own that amplifier input noise is proportional _Gcbandwidth;

and with the wideband amplifier which we have employed in this experimental pro-

gram this input equivalent noise was ir_the neighborhood of 30 microvolts. In

_ny operational flowmeter, we will employ a flxed-frequency system, with a band-

width only wide enough to provide proper response for the desired flow oscillation

sensitivity. Thus, in any operational model the bandwidth of the _nplifier need

]
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_ _ be somewhere in-the neighborhood of:900--2000cps_*and_aceordingly the _,put

equivalent noise level can be expected to be in the neighborhood of one mlcrovolt
ti

on less.

/iIi_ D. Coarse Hum Corrpensation
_" As indicate_ Eq, (7) [or Eq. (9)] there is in addition to the

_ _esized floW signal,_ef, an undesired hum voltag¢_ eh. Happily, as _mdicated by
...

_ Eq. (2) this hum vol_age is electrics3_ly in quadrature_with the flow voltage, el.
:_: In _r_ue&ple, then, it is possible to employ a phase-sensiti_e detector which will

_ accept the in-_phaSeflow voltage, ef_ but at_the same _time reject or_discriminate .?

i_ii_ against the quadrature hum voltage, eh. I_ practice, the hum voltage, eh_ can be

_i of v_ry_sizeable mAgnitude--in the-subject project we ha_e experienced uncorrected

%_i hu_.voltages which are something like i0-_0 times as large as the _xlmum flow

_: voltage.-- In any fur_he_ development p_r_ogra_an effort should be made to control_

!_i. fabrication-asy.metries; because careful balance- in the circuitry can ao much to

reduce this_.hu=L_oltage dow_ to the same x_cder of magnitude as the mar_mma_ flow
voltage or perhaps mu_h less. However_ in the present experimentsJ, program the

I overall flowmeter configuration did not permit physical adjustment of the compon-
:_: en_s to seek such a hum minimization; and consequently we had to rely entirely

on the injection of an electrical compensating _ignal into the grid of the fi=st

• _ stage of our dete_ting amplifier. _e reason fo_"wanting the hum voltage to De

..._-"_ a_.must the same oz'd_rof _A_nitude as the m_ximum flow voltage, is that the

}: crucifier will behave in a "linearfashion only provided it is not saturated by

some extr_ueeus voltage--for if the amplifier became saturated the final use of

a phase_aensitive detector wou].'/be entirely useless.

! ! Th_ d_aign of the h_m compensation circuitry is d_scrlbed in det_l in! Seetlon _II E of this report. This hm_ compen's_tlon-nctw_r_ permitted a manuala_ustment @f _oth t_ magnitude and phase of a compensating signal. By this

n_ise level of the ampliTier we were using; it is estimated that even this manusl

i_ cumpen_t_ technique permltte_ reduction of the net hum level to well belo.;

on_ per-cent of the.maxlmum...ai_ voltage.

I; !.
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)i We did notice Ehat the manual hum compensation we emplo3Ledwas not.stable

ov_c long periods of time--t_t is to s_y, that once zeroed, the hum level as
i

i detected by our amplifier gradually _ncreased in magnitude. However, the amount_

_ of this 'buildup did not at all threaten to saturate the amplifier, and so the

_ technique would appeaz to be perfectly goud for a coarse compensaticn method.

!i In conjunction with this coarse compensation method, however, one would then
i.

!i m_e use of phase-sensitive detection for tulti_te, proper rejection of all hum

1 volf_ge.

E. Noise in Flowing Dielectric

_ During the conduct of this exper.immnt_l program we encountered a

_ very considerable noise voltage which _seems to be .proportional to flow rate and

exists even without energiz_tion-of the magnetic field. This noise fortuitously

turns out to be primarily @f low frequency, and with even the mos_ s_mple filter-

ing it has been possible to filter it out so that it does not interfere with

flowmeter operation at our induction frequency of 10 kc per second.

_ We have not.been-prompted to make a precise spectrum analysis of the

- above-cited electromagnetic noise, but nonetheless from visual observations of
oscilloscope displays we conclude that tBe spectrum of the noise is approximately

as indicated in Fig. "F(note there that the ordinate is a linear scale and the

abscissa is a lo_.rithmic scale).

The spectrum indicated in Fig. 7 is dmcidedly similar to the turbu-

lent velocity spectrum which one would expect with the pipe diameter and Reynolds

number of the flow encountered in our flo_meter. Accordingly, we presume that 1

this noise arises from frictional forces in the flowing dielectric. One explana-

tion may be that foreign particulate matter--whether solid, liquid, or gas--

possesse_ a _en_ty which is somewhat different from the density of the bulk

liquid; censequently, an individual formign particle would not follow a flow

str_mmllne precisely, and it may therefore be expected to acquire charge by fric-

tio_l means. As the charge accumulation builds up on particles in a random

fashion the electric fields associated with these charge accumulations can become

quite l_r_e in the neighborhood of a particle. A3_ is well unt_l this localized

electric field exceeds the dielectric strength of the bulk dielectric flaid--
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i;_ thereafter li_tning-li_e discharge takes..,placewith.associated electromagnetic

I. radiation. We bel_eve that it is this electromagnetic radiation due to random

discharges 3 derived from turbulent flow-of a dielectric, which is detected as

flowing dielectric noise by _the _ flowmeter' s sensing electrodes.

Even though the intensity of this dielectric noise is amall at the fre-

quency of operation of the electromagnetic flowmeter, nonetheless it must be

reckoned with in_the design of.any associated amplifier; agaZu, i_the amplifier

should become saturated because of low frequency_ Impresse@ voltages, the same

amplifier would be quite useless as a linear device even at the operating fre-

enq_h_D_yregime of lO kc per second.

F. Expected and Measured Voltages

The flow induced voltage we have measured is, within axperlmental

limits, in agre_ent wlth_that .to be expected from theoretical considerations.

Equation (1) ia in M_S units, and so proper care must be used in substituting

English units of gpm and pipe diameter in inches. For typical experimental con-

figurations we obtained a magnetic field strength of 80 gauss; in a flowmeter

pipe of one inch diameter; at a flow rate of _0 gpm; and with electrodes which

subtended a semi-angle, _, of 700; and from these values Eq. (i) would indicate

_ an expected voltage of 99D mlcrovolts. However, reference to the first term on

I'ii ][!i: tha right of Eq. (6) would indicate that o_r measured voltage should be modified
!

_i:i as indicated by the coefficient of ef. For our particular electrode configura- _j

tion we-had [see Eqs. (4) _nd (_)].Cf _ Cs _ O._ picofar_ds; while_the value of

Ca, the input capacitance to the amplifier_ was approximately one picofarad.

Therefore, the coefficient of ef in Eq. (6) has the value one-fourth, so that

ove_ll we would expect our above-clted value of 990 mlcrovolts to be reduced to

ai_Proxlmately 240 mlcrovolts--

The measured _lue under the above-cited conditions amounted to approxi- !!

mately half thi@ value or 120 micro_olts. Part of the discrepancy undoubtedly

Actually, the input capacitance to each half of cur puah-pull input
amounted to approximately two picofarads; hence_ the push-pull input capacitance
_mounts to one-haLf of this vmlue_or one picofara_.
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L_ (_ can be explained by the inaccuracy in our knowledge of values for Cf, Cs_ aud

I•!i Ca in Eq. _). But we believe that almost all of this difference can be ascribed
mo the fact that all of our analysi_ to date has been associated with a two-

dimensional problem, i.e., one where al3_variables and param,_tersare Invariant

_i_ along the axial direction of the flowmeter. In respect to the magnetic field,

thi_ assumption_certainly is not true in any practicable experimental configura-

tion. Asdescribed in Section III B-af this reporh (and as depicted in Fig. 12 )

tha mastic field is a _ and quite nearly of constant amplitude throughout

_he_middle two inches (in the axial dlzection) of the flowmetez pipe; but outside

of lhis region the intensity of the mgnetic field falls off rapidly. Thus,

although ou_measured maximum magnetic induction amounted to some 80 gauss neaz

the_niddle of the flowmeter_ pipe, its value fell off to considerably lower values

than this near and beyond the eXtremes of tha detecting electrodes--and in short

the average or "effective" value of the _agnetic induction is well below the

maximum value of 80 gauss, and could easily account for th_ 2-i discrepancy between

our actually measured.values of flow sign_l and our theoretically derived values

based on a two-dlmensional analysis.

In principle, of course, a three-dimensional analysis could be carried

out_ but in practlce for usaful configurations it would be most tedious, time-

consuming; and expensive. Because of the linearity of the describing differential

equations for the electromagnetic flowmeter we can be assured that, regardless of

electrode configuration.and magnetic configuration, any flowmeter voltage will be

a linear function of volumetric flo_te throug_ the pipe; and the constant of

propQrtionali_y can be most easily ascertained by calibration tests. The one

import_ut condition for this linear pezformauce_ is that the transverse component

of the magnetic induction be constant in (r_) amplitude thr_$out any given

cross-semtion_ But, importantly, tals does not require that the tra_sverse com-

penen_ of_magnetic induction be the same at each cross-sectlon of the flowmeter

pipe; &nd indeed_ as depicted in Fi_. IZ _ in our experlment_l flowmeter the

transverse component of magnetic induction does va_ as we move up and down the

pipe in th__ea_ial direction.
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III .....FLOW_ COMPONEI_TS

A. Housing and Fittings

The housing and end _ittings (see Figs. 8 and 9) were constructed

_rom alumJ_uumbecause of Its electrical characteristics and ease of machinability.

Because of the two rigid triax_leads emanating from the pipe/transducer# the

housin_was split axially for ease of assembly and disassembly. The housing was

divided so that the plane i.Eingbetween the half-sections was-perpendicular to

the magnetic flux path. This was done in accordance with-high frequency elec-

tronic practice which requires that eddy currents established in the housing i

should not cross a cut in the conducting _ii. The_complete design and construc-

tional details are given-ln the First Quarterly Report4-to the subject contract.

Four AmphenoL_ezies C bayonet type coaxial connectors were Installe_l_at

one end of the housing so that the two magnet coils could be connected either in

series or parallel without disassembling the housing. To prevent the possibility

of shorting between the magnet coils and the housing, a.thln layer of mylar sheet

was bonded to the interior surface of the housing.

The end fittings were designed to adapt to standard h_tdraulic tube fit-

tings; specifically, 37° flared fittings 1-_/16 --12 UN-3A thread-5 The static

seal between the _lowmeter plpe and the flaw circuit was effected by an "0"

ring groove and a flat teflon gasket. I

The transducer preamplifier is mounted on four one-inch high metal spacers i

connected to one of the flat surfaces parallel to the plane lying between the

two housing half-sections. In operation, the flowmeter housing, preamplifier

chassis, and flow circuit (consisting of copper tubing) are electrically

grounded through the earthing connection of the pump motor. The test flowmeter

is coupled to the flo_ system by two flexible two-foot lengths of rubber hose

clad with metal braid to provide electrical continuity over the entire flow
6

circuit.

J

Vincent Cushing, Leo Di Giola, and Dean Reily_ "Induction Flowmeter for
Dielectric Fluids--Experlmental Verification," First Quarterly RepOrt issued by
EPCO under Contract NASr-53, October 12, 1961, pp 2-3, Fi_. i.

51bid, Fig. 2.

61bid, P 13.
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B. Magnetic Circuit

II_ i. Magnet Coil Desi6n--The magnetic field coils were wound on a!

coil form (furnished by the Engineering-Physics Company) by"the Carol Electronics

Company, Martinsburg, West Virginia, according to the design shown in Figs. lO

and ii. The desi@_ was dictated by the requirement that the maximum flux density

required through the gap.in the magnetic circu.itbe approximately lO0 gauss at

experimentally variable frequencies between lO and lO0 kcps. Low loss coils re-

,tired the use of Litz wire. Calculations indicated that conditions would be

satisfied if each coll half-section was composed-of 57 turns of Litz wire con-

strueted of 100 strands of AWG No. 34 copper wire. F_h strand was covered with

a 0.0005 inch thick coating of polythermaleze lacquer which has the combined

advantages of high softening temperature and good dielectric properties. The

overwz_p consisted of a single layer of nylon filament. General E_.ectricType

i 1_57 Glyptal Clear Lacquer_as used as the bonding agent for the purpose of

keeping-the coils in the required _sha_e, preventing the absorption of moisture,

and Impor_oviugthe electrical _A_sulation.

In order to produce a unlfmrm magnetic field in the transducer, the coll

cross-section was made to vary as a cosine function. 7 That is, the thickness of

the coil diminishes as the cosine of the angle as shown in Fig. lO.

With a typical pair of 97 turn (half) coils connected in series and

. placed in the aluminum housing with a suitable magnetic return circui_ (for

details refer to the next section), the following electrical characteristics were

I_il measured:
TABLE II

Electrical Properties of Magnet Coil
@ i kcps @ l0 kc_ @ 100 kcps

' Inductance 0.9_ mh O.9_ mh 0.93 mh

Q i0.2 41.0 136.0

D.C. Resistance (_°C)--0.361 ohms

7Final Report for Contract NASr-13, March _2, 1961, p. 17.
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It.i_ seen _r_ the _a_le tMat the _ _.es not vary-linearly with._he frequency as

it would if there were no ski_-efTect losses. Th_s suggests the possibility of.
¢

using a different Litz eonducto_ c_prising more strands of finer _ir_ to further

reduce these-losses.

2. Magnet Ciraui.t--To minimize the magnetomotive force re%uired-for

operation of the _net t a _q_netiQ return path should be provided around _e .........

coil circumference. The or$_Anal core material selected was a pressed and

sintered mo_bdenmn pern_oy _owder. Standard ring-cores were_purchased from

the ArnoldLEngineering C_ an& machined to the p rope_ di_aensions. Eight

standard ring_cores were required for. the magne_ return circuit which were subse-

quently split into two e%_al halves (to permit ass_nbly of .theunit) and r.ed_ce_

in thickness to a_ou¢ O.1 inch. in the experimental prototype work, th_ cOe_ of

having specially s_ped cores_could not be _.sti_led.

The pennalloy mate_lal proved especially-difflcul_ to machine as well as

being very brittle an_ _ygroseopi_. _ence,_ several dlffer.ent p_¥dered iron core

_erials were purchased from Ar_eld. These were_carbonyl L, C, and E alloy_

which are characterized by_me_t_ to high per_eabilit¥_ medium to_hig_ 0_ and

_de _equency rs_e_ Carbon_l L sad C were found to machine well, _n_ have since

been used as the manet,s return circuit.

3. M_net Power--Althoush any operational model flow_eter will

employ a small_ transAs_rized, fixed-frequency generator to provide an output

of 5-_0 watts, it was felt necessary to us_ a v_ria_le frequency power generator

until the _est ope_atlnK frequency for the flo_eter could be experimentally

determined. Therefore_ an A_tica, Model _U-_00 ultrasonic _enerator _s pro_

cu_oed, which allows the output frequency to be continuously varied between 9 kcps ii]

and 1 inc.

As _hi_ Generator was _r_ril_ designed to excite a large transducer-

of t_e type con_onl_ _nplo_ in ultrasonic cles_in_ techniquee_ the _anuf&c-

tutors saw no need of suppressing the _1 cycle power supply ripple. It _s

necessary--for us_to suppress _hts modulation since_ if it were allowed to circu-

late th_u_ the magnet coils_ the flow s_nal itself wou_d be _odu_ted-with

thls_lo___requency_ in-p_ase voltage. Subsequen_ tests have .indicated that this

i
i
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modified generaton_i_ capable of stable excitation of the magaet coil in the fre-

quency range previously specified.

To obtain sufficient current through the magnet cimcuit without over-

I loading the gauerator I the Acoustica was connected across an L-C resonant circuit

comprising the magnet_coils and a parallel capacitance. The presence of rela_ •

tlvely large circulating currents_necessitated_tha-use of low loss transmitting -•

• ty_e mape_itors-with mica, polystyrene, or teflon dielectric. As frequency

stability is of premier Impoztauce, the temperature coefficient of the dielectric

must _ very loW. 'In _rtlcular_ metal encased .polystyrene dielectric capacitors,

manufactured by Film C_Lpacitore,Inc., a=a exceptionally suited for this applica-

tion d_a£o their small s-iza,high.Voltage rating,,and low power f_ctor.

4. _esultant Field--Fig_r_ 12 is a.typical field_.plot _ndicating the

atrength of±he _ranaverse _agne_i_-induction as a function of_the axial position

o_ field.sensing probe. The probe consists of a small i00 tur_ pickup coll

cover_ an_area of asour one square centimeter and mounted at_ the end of a

lucite rod_which can be thrust _ the interio_ of the pipe/transducer. The

voltage applied to tha magnet coils was measured on a Tektronix 9SIA oscilloscope

as was the voltage induced in thepickup coil_ From this @r_ph it is seen that

._ the magnetic- induction has a constant (rms) value in a comparatively small region

at the center of the magnet coils. Although the effective length of the coils

is about four inches (the length of the core material) we should expect end

effects to reduce the esthetic induction in the region approanh_ng tha ends of

the coils.

i-i F_gure i_ show8 the maximum value of the ma_netlc induction measured at

_ the center of the coilc as a _unction of the-current through the coils. The

curr_nt was measure_ with a Simpson radio-frequency ammeter connected in the

resonant circuit. It is seen thah the magnetic-induction varies linearly with

the coil current as is expected from Ohm%s__ar_lay *s I_w_--

C. Pipe/Transducer

The theoretical a_pects of the pipe/transducer have bee_ discussed pro-

Wl" viousl_ in the Final Report to EPCO' s en@i_esring anaiysis conducted underContract N_Sr-13. Physically the pipe/transducer consists of three concentric
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Fig. 12--Intensity of magnetic induction _ransverse _o pipe/transducer.
TransVerse intensity i._pleated as a function of axial posi-tionalong pipe/

transducer. Entire pipe/transducer is eight inches long; detection
electrodes are positioned near central, unlfonn region. Measurementa __a_e
wi%h 114 turn co_=lat iO kc; coil applffed voltag_ of 150 volts.
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) cylinder_ of dielectric materlal.with electrodes bonded to their exterior surfaces.

These electrodes are grid-llke in form so.as to allo_ the magnetic flux to _ss

undisturbed through the interior of the pipe. Two triaxial leads are connected to

the electrodes and form an Integral part ofLthe transduaem tube and_provide a

means of connecting the attendant detection circuitry.

More specifically the pipe/transducez-as oziginally conceived, designed,

and fabrlcated-consists o_ a thiu-walled cylindrical_liner of teflon and two

concentric fiberglas cylindezs_ Bonded _o the teflon liner, inner-fiberglas

cylinder, and outer-fiberglas cylinder respectively are a detecting electrode

pair, a driven shield electroda_pair and a ground grid.

Placing the.electrodes on the surfaces of the fiberglas and teflon cylin-

ders was the most difficult part o_ the tranaducer fabrication process. A fl-,e

railcopper w_re was wound on the fiberglaa and teflon tubes in the form of a

helix. After bonding these wires--tothe_sA_Tace by means of an epo:_ resin the

unwanted portion was machined awaz allowing only the desire@ electrode area to

remain. A single five railwire was then used as a bus bar to connect the elements

of the grid-like electrodes and this wire in turn was connected to the triaxial

lead. Figure 14 shows the form of the electrodes manufactured by this technique.

The triaxial leads were formed from fine _ire, copper foil, and teflon

insulation. The edges of the copper foil are separated along a line parallel to

the axial direction of the triaxial lead so as to preveut the induction of circu- ii

lating currents due to the alternating-magnetic induction. Figure I_ shows an end

view of the triaxlal leads. Two of these triaxial leads were used, each having

the inner two conductorr connected to a detecting electrode and driven shield

electrode of one sidm of the pip_ transducer. The outer conductor of both tri-

axial leads are fastened to the ground shield by connecting the two outer conduc-

tors to,ether with a five mil wire,,and in turn connecting one (and in this way

avoiding a ground loop with cIA-culating currents whinh might develop as a result

of the alternating magnetic _'lux)of the conductors to the ground shield....The

entire transducer is indicated in Fig. 16.

Using the symbols defined in Fig. 16_ the characteristics of the trans-

ducer tube are given in Table III.
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Copper wire

Fig. 15--End view of triaxial lead used to connect
the pipe/transducer _rid_ to the det_tion instrument.
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•!_i TABLE llI

. Mechanical and Electrical Characteristics

of Pipe/Transducer

Electrode Diameter, Length, L Angle, 2_
inches inches degrees

detection O. 990 2.0 140

d_-i_en I.B75 5.o l_O

: ground I.963 6.0 399

Electrode Interelectrode Capacitance; picofarads
Pair *_ Side A Side B

detection-driven 18 18

i: driven-ground 82 82

D. _pllfier

The amplifier circuit_ as indicated in Fig. 17 consists first of all of

a two-stage capacitance_coupled amplifier employing vacuum tubes Vl and V2. The

i entirety of the forward gain is fed back degeneratively into the cathode of the

first stage- As the electrommgnetlc flowmeter provides a push-pull s_gnal, we

have accordingly employed a push-pull input to the amplifier; i.e., we have,

!!:. symmetric with the previously described amplifier, an identical two-stage, feed-
back stabilized amplifier incorporating the p_ntodes, V3 and V4.

!

Because of the very large amount of feedback employed in the first two

stage_, the gain of these is virtually unity--actually being something like 0.99.

Full angle subtended by curvilinear elec%rode.

_i i__ On page9 we computed the capacitance between, detection electrode on

side A and detection electrode on side B; this quantit_ because of various stray

Vi_ll!i_i_ capacitances, is difficult to measure dizectly. However, t_e interelectrode.. capacitances cited in Table III do agree with corresponding theoretical estimates.

,.,_ /_. Measured with G_neral Ra4io Bridge Model 1650A.
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This very large amount of negative feedback in the first_.two,atages provide._ the

desired high.input impedanc_ In_addition_to_providing an effective input capaci-

tance of the order of _ picofarads. The push-pull output of the ficst two push-

pull s_ages is obtained from the cathodes of tubes VI and VS.

It_iscommon practice when employing _ driven shield--such as we utilize

in the electromagnetic flow_e_terdesign and attendant transmission line to the

input of the amplifler_-to connect the driven shield to the output of a highly

stabilized, unit-gain ampllfier-_i, e., in this case cozmected to the cathode of

our two stage amplifier). The purpose of this driven shield is to cause a con-

siderable reduction in the effective value of the capacitance betwe_z the trans-

mission line and_its surrounding shield. In addition--as was indicated in an "_.

earlier reportS--we cs_ also reduce the effective input capacitance of our ampli-

fier to the ideal-value of zero_by driving the shield from an amplifier whose gain

is very slightly greater than unity. The net effect is that the sAightl_ over-

driven shield effectively gives rise to a negative capacitance, and this capaci-

tance is sO adjusted that it cancels the small natural_ positive capacitance

normally encountered. As showr_in Fig. 17, the driven shields are electrically

connected to the high side of the rheostat, R6. The proper amount of overdrive

i on the shield may be adjusted by adjusting the rheostat.

i With the rheostat shorted out so that the driven shield is connected to

the cathode of the first stage, we have, as has already be_.ndescribed, an input !_

'_ capacitance of about 5 picofarads. However, by adjusting the aforementioned

rheo_i_t, it is possible to reduce _he effeetlve input capacitance--as measured

on a General Radio bridge--of our amplifier to approximately i or 2 picofaz'ads,

depending upon the frequency employed. It should be possible to reduce the

effective inpu_-_apacltance even further, perhaps _y a factor of _0 or more, if

careful attention is given to the slight phase shift which appeazm to take place

in our preamp_lifler wit_ the net effect that.the drive, shield is zlotdriven pre-

cisely in phase with the signal voltage. In a f_xed frequency amplifier, which

Vincent * "Cu_n_._, L:.'oDi Gioi_, and Dean R_,ily, "Induction Flowmeter for
Dielectric Fluids--Experimental Verification," First Quarterly Report, loc. cir.
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"_uld be used in anM practical_applic_tion, it would appear that the effective

i _ input capacitance for the attendant amplifier can be r_.duced to a much lower value
!.
i
I. " by proper adjustment of the p_haseshift at the fixed operating frequency.

!i Also, it should he mer_tioned that I picofarad is the limit of resolution

for the General Radio 1650A brldge which we h_ve used to make our__capacitance

measurement, hence, our measured limitation of 2 p!cofarads may be partially due

to measurement limitation.

As seen in Fig. 17_.the push-pull outpu_ of the feed1_ck-stabilized first

two stages is fed into the common mode rejector circuit built around the twin

triode, VO- This cozmuonmode rejector at the same time provides-a-single-sided

output which is proportional to the diff_rential_np=t voltage to thi._ stage.-

The outpat of the c_non mode r_flector is then fed Lnto m conventior_l triode

_lifier built aroun_ .one-half--ofthe twin triode, V6. The output of the triode

stage is in turn fed into the cathode follower circuit-as shown.---The cathode

followez has the virtue of a.quite low output impedance,for transmission of '_he

ampl_fied flow signal ove_ a considerable length of %ransmission line if deaired.

It _hould be noted tl_t the amplifier c,_rrently in use was purposely

deslgned for test _..ur_seswAth a capability for experimental operation over a

wide band of frequencies. Hence the operating frequency of the flowmetcr can be

w_ried between i0 and i00 kc_s so that the best operating frequency for the fin_Al

operational model couid be determined. Such a wideband amplifier, as is well

kno_A, accepts and amplifies a..considerable amount of noise, includirg the electrl-

cal static noise _enerated in m_kvflowing dielectric.

For an operational flowmeter, we plan_to develop a tuned, fi_ed-frequency,

g_in stabilized low n¢,_se amplifier. For _ednees, reliability, and compactness,

t_nsistors will be employed throughout except for the first stage, where re,_uire-

ments for a.hig_ inpu_t-impedanceand low input capacit&nce requires one to employ

:.i vacuum tuh_a_-

.... E. Hum Compensator

As discussed in the-f_mal report to Contract NA_r-13, 9 there is _,racti-

cally always a concomit/Anthum-voltage due to the so-calle.-_trans_c_ _effect.

 Vin ent   nduotion for- iel  trlc
:: Fluids--_in,_erlng Ane_mis," foe. cir.
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I This hum voltage As in q.uadratumewith the flow induced s_gna! voltage, and °there-

i fore, in any fixed frequency flowmeter, may be-rejected by the use of.a phase-
sensitive detector. However, if the hum voltage is large it is possible that the

_ amplifier will become saturated before the phase-sensitive detector may be
I"

utilized; therefore, it is desirable to provide an approxims.te, manually adjusted

!- hum-bucking voltage at the grid of the first stage of the amplifier. By reference

to Fig. 17, the_proper magnitude of this bucking vcrltage is injected into the grid .

by means of the potentiometer, R20. The voltage which is injected at this point i

is originally derived from _ single loop (placed on the outside surface of tha

! pipe/transducer) which provides a voltaga induced by the alternating magnetic

iiI induction_ Generally, in practice, there is a_small amount of phase dlffurence

_i between the hum voltage picked up by this sensing loop and the hum voltage detected q

;,_ in the flowmeCe_ circuit. Accordingly, a phase shift network consisting of thec  o,o,
CI_ is employed. The output of this network is then fed into the pot_ntiomet_r,

R20,_for injection into the grid of the first stage.

F. A_J_ociatedElectronic E_'ilxnent

._ Figure 18 is a block diagram of the equipment used in the flow detec-
;_
i tion circuit. The cathode-follower output of the preamplifier is fed throug)_a

.i narrow band-pas_ filter to a Keithley IO_B decade i_olation amplifier with a 'I

d

maximum g_ln o_'I000. The output of the geithley is fed through a second filter

to the oscilloscope i,_put. In toe early stages of flow detection it has been

!: helpful to analyze the flow =ignal waveshape on an oscilloscope as well as it_

amplitude; who.teas, in later models a d-c meter movement will be used as the output ,_
detec'_or.

The band-pam_ filters used in the flow detection t--stsat i0.9 kcps

were United Transformer Company type TM_ I0.5, having a _ass-band of 800 cycles

an,la. attenuation of _0 db p_r octave on either side of the center frequency-

The filter between the preamplifier and isolation amplifier acted to reduce the

_ide band noise inherent in the preamplifier and the electrification noise

generated in the fluid itself. The filter at the.output of the Keithley amplifier

attenuated the off-frequency amplifier noise of _0 microvolts. The noise remain-

ing in the pass band--with mn overall amplifier gain of _O,O00--was _5 microvolts
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as referenced to the input of an ideal amplifier with a 20,000 gain factor. In

future fixed frequency amplifier designs it will be poss_bAe to reduce this noise

figure by at least an order of magnitude to achieve a better signal-to-noise

ratio. This is possible with now _vai!able low-nolse transistor amplifier stag_s,

and frequency selectlv_ty introduced suitably into the preamplifier.
• i

' IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

- The concept of an electromagnetic flowmeter for use with dielectric fluids--

and in particular the cryogenic propellants--as proposed to NASA by the En._ineering-

Physics Company, has been experimentally verified and found to be pract_Icable.

The most critical problem, as one would perhaps expect from the..outset,_, in the

develo.pment of fabrication techniques for the pipe/transducer. Once this problem

was solved, the remainder of the experimental endeavor moved along essentially in

accord with the theor_ developed ea_'lierunder Contract NASr-13.

Except for the pipe/transducer, the remainder of the components in the

electromagnetic flowmeter consist of readily available items and electronic systems.

Howeverr some'._hatof a limitation from an electrOnic point of view has been the

reall>_tion that quantitatively accurate w)ltage m_asurement5 in the millivo].t

regime are limited, at today's state of the art, to frequencies at and below

approximately I0 kc per second. The state of the art ge,erally in respect to

frequency is moving to'_ardhlgher frequencies, 9nd ou_-ultimate requirement of,

say, _0 or i00 kc per second should be _.ttainablewithin the next year or two. _

But meantime, our current operation at 'iOkc per second allows quite adequate opera-

tion of the electromagnetic flowmeter _n all respects, with the one proviso that

measurement of flow oscil.l.atlonis cur_:entlylimited to something like 100-200 eps.

In the Engineering Analysis carried out under C_ntract NASr-13, we talked

In teens of mag_letic field @tren_ths in the neighborhood, of lOO-150 gauss; and

with consequent flow induced voltages in the neishburhood of 3-4 millivolts. We.-

have come to find out that, with a bandwiclth in the attendant detec_,or-sm_li_ier

limited to 100-200 cps, the extraneous electrical noise in e._en_:rally achievable ._

narrow band amplifier is of the order of one microvolt or less__and we should thus

be able to oRerate wi_h full flow sig_lal_of the order of Z_O-_O0 mierovolts. The
I"
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i implicatio_ is that we can get along with 2-10 gauss of magnetic field, and this
in turn promise_.. a magnet coil and attendant_.power generator of quite....................small pro-

portions.

In_addltion to the unique capabilities of the basically volumetric electro-

magnetic flowmeter, we have n_ted that, since hydrogen, oxygen, fluorine, nitaogen,..

and most.of the eonstltuents of RP_ consist of non-polar molecule_, it is possible

to embellish the electromagnetic ,by means 95 monitoring the bulk

. dielectric constant, so t_at._it becomes a mass-zBte meter. Yet another embellish-

ment would be the development of an electrical two-phase flovmetez system; as

described in Section II of this re_ort thi_ would have the net effect of averaging

ou_-_nhomogeneities in the flow_ingfluid, so that one could measure flow rate in

the face of hy_drodynamically_two-phase flow-of_arb:Ltrary velocity profile_

Although the electromagnetic flowmeter can be embellished .to possess capa-

._ bilities which are inherently difficult or _,obta_'_able with other principles of

_. flowme_er op@ration? nonetheless we _1_Leve that the next step in development

should be the design, const-ructicn,and tegt of an _4 flowmeter configuration

which would be practicable for use with liquid hydrogen in rocket te_t stands.

The flowmeter configuration we have used in this experimental verification phase

is made up of com_cnents which1were designed primarily for experimental flexi-

bility rather tha,_operational ruggedness, compactness, rellability_ and economy.

We believe now tl_t a fixed-frequency flovmeter for operational use should be

developed-aglth--thefour last.cited virtues in mind.
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